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Abstract

The aim of this task is to find the best match for a SMS based Query from a corpora of
Frequently asked Questions(FAQs). Both the SMS queries and the FAQs are in the same
language i.e English.

1 Introduction

SMS text is typically noisy. There are several typographical errors. Moreover the words are
presented in compressed form by dropping several characters, specially vowels. This happens
chiefly because there is a limit of 160 characters on any SMS text. In order to convey any message
within these limits, people change the spelling of several commonly encountered words by dropping
some characters, so that the word is still recognizable although the spelling is completely different.
In this way they save on the number of characters to meet the restriction of 160 characters limit
on SMS text.

Also, mobile phones are used by people from all classes of society and educational background.
Many times, the people using mobile phones have poor language skills. Sometimes they fail to
express themselves properly and end up typing a lot of erroneous text.

The motivation of this project is to predict a set of 5 possible matches from a FAQ corpora
for every SMS Query. The task is monolingual retrieval, hence the SMS queries and the FAQs
are in the same language i.e. English.

2 Method

In order to overcome the effect of spelling mistakes while matching terms of an SMS query with
the terms in the FAQ corpora, Soundex Algorithm has been used. Soundex Algorithm is meant
for phonetic search.Soundex is a phonetic algorithm for indexing words by their sound when
pronounced in English. The basic aim is for words with the same pronunciation to be encoded to
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Algorithm 1 Soundex Algorithm

Require: String Word
1. Retain the first letter of Word
2. Remove all a, e, i, o , u, h, w, y ∈ Word unless it is the first letter
3. Replace all b, f, p , v by 1
4. Replace all c, g, j, k, q, s, x, z by 2
5. Replace all d, t by 3
6. Replace all l by 4
7. Replace all m, n by 5
8. Replace all r by 6
9. If two or more letters with the same number were adjacent in the original name
(before step 1), or adjacent except for any intervening h and w, then omit all but the first.
10. Return the first four characters padded with zero

the same string so that matching can occur despite minor differences in spelling. The steps for
finding the Soundex encoding of any word is provided below.

There are two components in our approach. The first component reads the FAQ corpora,
hashes each individual term into an array, creates a postings list of all the FAQs where the term
occurs, stores their frequency in the FAQ(tft,f ) and also creates the soundex encoding of the
word. The soundex encoding of the terms acts as a key which is later used to match the terms
encountered in SMS text with the terms found in FAQ corpora. Finally it calculates idft value
for every term in the FAQ corpora.

The second component reads the SMS Queries one by one, parses and find the individual
terms in the Query and finds their soundex encoding. Then for every word in a query, it finds all
the terms in the FAQ corpora whose soundex encoding matches, and for to all the FAQs where
these terms occur, it assigns a score Sf based on the tft,f , idft and a value b based on whether the
FAQ term is an exact match with the query term or not for that particular term in that particular
FAQ. For the next term in the Query, it follows a similar approach. If a FAQ contains more han
one of the matching terms, it’s scores add up. Finally the FAQs whose scores are among the top
5 are displayed.

Algorithm 2 Read FAQ Corpora

Require: FAQ Corpora F
Open FAQ Corpora F for Reading
FAQCount ← 0

for Every f ∈ F do
FAQCount← FAQCount + 1
Parse f into words[]
for Every word ∈ words[] do
S ← CalculateSoundex(word)
i← InsertIntoHashTable(word, S, f)
ind← CalculateKey(S)
AddWord(i, ind)

end for
end for
for Every term t do

idft ←log(FAQCount/fft)
end for
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fft is the number of FAQs where the term t occurs i.e. FAQ frequency of a term. AddWord(int, int)
adds the word to a list of words with the same soundex code.InsertIntoHashTable(word, soundexcode, faqnumber)
generates a hashkey for the word. If the word was missing in the hashtable it inserts it into the
hash table based on availability of free slot. If the word is already present, it updates the postings
list or FAQ frequency of the word.

Algorithm 3 Match SMS query Q with FAQs

Require: SMS QUERY Corpora Q
Open Query Corpora Q
for Every SMS query q ∈ Q do

Parse q into words[]
for Every word ∈ words[] do
S ← CalculateSoundex(word)
ind← CalculateKey(S)
M ←MatchingTerms(ind)
for Every m ∈M do
if Exactmatch(m,word) then
b← val1

else
b← val2

end if
for Every f that contains m do
if f.score = 0 then
f.score← m.idfm ∗ (b + log(tfm,f ))

else
f.score← f.score + m.idfm ∗ (b + log(tfm,f ))

end if
end for

end for
end for
Display FAQs With Top 5 Scores

end for

3 Languages and Resources

The entire design was implemented in Java using the JDOM API s for parsing XML data. The
concepts of Soundex Algorithm and tf-idf scoring were borrowed from the book Introduction to
Information Retrieval by Christopher D. Manning, Prabhakar Raghavan and Hinrich Schutze.
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4 Observation

For various values of the variable val1 when val2 = 1 , the number of cases where the actual
matching FAQ featured in the list of top 5 predicted matches was noted. Correct Cases = the
actual match features in the top 5 predicted matches among the in domain queries. Wrong Cases
= the actual match does not feature in the top 5 predicted matches(among the in domain queries).
Next, while claculating the idft of various terms, instead of considering fft, the FAQ frequency

Table 1: Number of correct matches for various values of val1
val1 Correct Cases Wrong Cases

5 822 607
10 824 605
20 824 605
50 819 610
70 817 612

of a term, the domain frequency dft was considered. This approach too gave similar number of
correct and wrong cases. However the difference in scores of matches higher up in the list of top
5 and those lower down was magnified.

For val1 = 10, using domain frequency to calculate idft, the number of predicted matches in
the same domain as the original match is 1107 out of 1429 in-domain queries. Out of these 822
contain the exact match in the top 5 predicted results.

5 Discussions and Future Work

The parameter val1 is the extra weightage given to words that exactly match the query terms
over those whose soundex code merely matches the query terms. As we can see the number of
correct in-domain cases does not increase monotonically with the value of the parameter val1.
It initially increases, then goes down again. Also using domain frequency of terms(the number
of domains that contain a term) instead of FAQ frequency (The number of FAQs that contain a
term) in calculating the idf values does not lead to any notable improvement in the solution.

The results obtained for out of domain queries do not differ much from those for in-domain
queries in terms of scores (values and distribution) making it difficult to predict which queries are
out of domain. Distinguishing in-domain and out-of-domain queries is yet to be done. However
currently the system ends up predicting certain matches for these queries instead of identifying
them as out of domain. The predicted results sometimes are in a relevant domain, for example
for the query:

<SMS>

<SMS_QUERY_ID>ENG_48</SMS_QUERY_ID>

<SMS_TEXT>special trains 4 dwali</SMS_TEXT>

<MATCHES>

<ENGLISH>NONE</ENGLISH>

<MALAYALAM>NONE</MALAYALAM>

<HINDI>NONE</HINDI>

</MATCHES>

</SMS>
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the system gives the following predictions:

SMSID: ENG_48

FAQID: ENG_INDIAN_RAILWAYS_155

FAQID: ENG_INDIAN_RAILWAYS_212

FAQID: ENG_INDIAN_RAILWAYS_222

FAQID: ENG_INDIAN_RAILWAYS_209

FAQID: ENG_INDIAN_RAILWAYS_169

where the FAQ ENG INDIAN RAILWAYS 212 is:

</FAQ>

<FAQ>

<FAQID>ENG_INDIAN_RAILWAYS_212</FAQID>

<DOMAIN>INDIAN_RAILWAYS</DOMAIN>

<QUESTION>Where Can I get the details of Luxury Trains running in Indian Railways?</QUESTION>

<ANSWER> To get the detail of Luxury Trains click on this link

http://www.indianrail.gov.in/scenic_rly.html

</ANSWER>

</FAQ>

could possibly be a useful prediction, because it points to a source where the answer to the exact
query may be available, i.e. the Indian Railways web-site.
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Abstract

Community based Question Answering 
(QA) has resulted in large QA databases to 
be developed. QA services will use these 
databases to answer user questions from 
multiple sources like SMS or Tweets. The 
language used in this shorter form of 
messages needs to be normalized for 
effective Answer Retrieval. In this paper we 
explore a two step procedure involving short 
message normalization method and answer 
re-ranking scheme for effective answer 
retrieval of short message queries.

1 Introduction

Question Answering is well studied problem in the 
traditional information extraction framework 
where the objective is to retrieve the answer that 
best matches the query. Recent advances in social 
media (like twitter) and hike in the usage of hand-
held devices led to applications involving shorter 
form of messages where the length of the message 
is restricted to 140 for tweets and 160 for SMSs. 
Due to restricted keyboard layouts used for 
composing such messages they often contain errors 
ranging from intentional, typos, acronyms, 
buzzwords which are not seen in any of the 
existing dictionaries. These are called out of 
vocabulary words (OOV). Sites like tweetQA 
(www.tweetqa.com) provide QA services which 
are intended for twitter users. Compared to tweets 
the language used in SMS varies slightly in terms 
of slang usage. For example tweets use the 
repetition of characters and stressing consonants 
which more or less preserve the phonemes 
compared to the original word from which OOV is 
derived. Recent works in [4] and [5] addressed the 

task of lexicon construction of OOVs and their 
possible forms based on an un-supervised 
approach. Without suitable normalization if the 
NLP tasks are applied over short text, the 
performance is going to suffer. For example [6]
observed that when Stanford Named Entity 
Recognizer is used over tweets, a drop in 
performance by ~45%.

2 Our Approach

We introduced Domain classification and 
preprocessing using files and HashMaps along 
with other modules as explained below.

2.1 Preprocessing

  Domain dictionary is a list of words that 
occured in questions which are given in FAQ 
dataset. Using eng.xml file unique word list is 
created. For each word in Domain Dictionary 
corresponding synset is found out and those words 
were collected as Synonym Dictionary. For each 
word in Domain Dictionary, occurences in 
questions of eng.xml is counted and stored.
  For each word in Document Dictionary 
inverted index is generated using HashMaps and 
for all questions which are having wordcount < 70 
(As stanford parser can parse dependency trees 
with max wordcount of 70 only) parsed tree is 
generated and stored externally.

For classification of given sms query, 
(Stop words are not included. Exm. Auxiliary 
verbs ). mallet is used to train Maximum Entropy 
classifier with input file having entries of Domain 
and corresponding questions without stop words.
Each faq information from eng.xml is preprocessed 
to store in HashMaps for fast retrieval.



2.2 Getting bag of words

Each query is cleaned by removing special 
symbols. Number are replaced by their phonemic 
representations (Exm. 2 by two, 60 by sixty). For 
each word, its bag of words (BoW)  is found out 
using Domain Dictionary and Synonym Dictionary 
as explained in [3]. Each word from Domain 
Dictionary is comapared with each word in sms 
query and if similarity measure is greater than 
threshold defined, that word is put in bag of words. 

Let D be the dictionary of all the terms in 
the corpus Q. For term t ∈ D and token si of the 
SMS, the similarity measure α(t, si) between them 
is defined as

Here LCSRatio is redefined as given in [3]. 
Each word in Synonym Dictionary is fuzzy 
matched [2] to each query word and top scoring 
word is selected. This word's corresponding synset 
which is in Domain Dictionary is found out and all 
those words are added to Bag Of Word.

2.3 Pruning

Words from BoW are used to get questions 
in which they occure. This is achieved using 
inverted index for each word which are generated 
in preprocessing and score for each question is 
calculated using Scoring Function. 

A scoring function determines how closely 
a question in the corpus matchesthe SMS string 
and it is defined as

Pruning algorithm [2] is applied to get 
nearest matching faqs and such top faqs are 
selected as candidate questions and they are passed 
to the next module.

2.4 Intermediate Step

In Symantic Tree Matching the SMS query 
is syntactically compared with every question 
obtained in Pruning step. Therefore the SMS query 
needs to be cleaned. A solution has been proposed 

as explained in [3], in which a clean SMS query is 
generated for every question. Each term in the 
SMS is thus replaced by its maximum scoring 
variant present in the question Q. 

The following formula describes the 
generation of clean SMS query.

2.5 Finding the domain of given sms-query

This module was proposed to improve the 
rank of questions which are of the same domain of 
that of given sms query. For this purpose first 
classifier is built up using Maximum Entropy 
Trainer class from mallet api.

Each sms query is then classified and and 
each class gets some score for each query. ( There 
were 19 classes defined by 'Domain' field in each 
FAQ in eng.xml ). All such scores are summed up 
and class having maximum score is declared as 
domain class of given sms query. ( All the classes 
are ranked according to their score.) According to 
the rank of the domain class and actual domain of 
the question, each  question will get some 
domainscore.

Domain score is calculated based on 
domain class rank and maximum score from 
pruning. These classes are assumed to be 
distributed over range of score of 5 to 100. Hence 
domain score is calculated using follwing equation

domainScore = 0.1 * ( class_domain_rank * 5) * 
max(module 1 scores) / 100;

.

2.6 Tree Matching

In this step, structural or syntactical 
similarities are found out between each question 
and its corresponding clean sms query found in 
intermediate step, as explained in[1].

The similarity score or the distance metrics 
between two parsing trees is defined as 



Each question and sms query is lexically 
parsed and dependency tree is created.  Function 
M(r1,r2) can be calculated as similarity score 
between two nodes of trees T1 and T2 
respectively, and is defined as  

2.7 Final Score Calculation

At the end of tree based pruning function 
all scores from pruning, domain classification and 
tree based syntactic matching are added as a final 
score and top five questions are computed.

Final Score = 0.8 * pruning score + 0.2 * 
classification score + 0.2 * tree matching score 

This score is normalized in the range of 0 
to 1.  For sms queries having word count more 
than 70, have different scoring system as tree 
based pruning is not included.

Final Score = 0.8 * pruning score + 0.2 * 
classification score

    
        For Hindi and Malayalam Monolingual 

task only pruning score is considered as data is 
limited for classification, hence giving less 
accuracy and complete parser is not available for 
these Indian languages.

3 Results

3.1 English Monolingual Task

No. of In-domain Queries :726
No. of Out of Domain Queries:1007
In Domain correct:664/726 (0.91460055)
Out of Domain correct:129/1007 
(0.12810327)
Total Score: 0.457588
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): 0.96248156 
ERRORS:

3.2 Hindi Monolingual Task

No. of In-domain Queries :200
No. of Out of Domain Queries:379
In Domain correct:198/200 (0.99)
Out of Domain correct:21/379 (0.05540897)
Total Score: 0.37823835
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): 0.99 

3.3 Malayalam Monolingual Task

No. of In-domain Queries :69
No. of Out of Domain Queries:11
In Domain correct:46/69 (0.6666667)
Out of Domain correct:1/11 (0.09090909)
Total Score: 0.5875
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): 0.7191625 

4 Conclusion 

Result set is improved due to inclusion of 
domain classification module. Mean Reciprocal 
Rank is 0.96 for English Monolingual Task and 
0.99 for Hindi Monolingual Task, which is quite a 
high score. 

Also, each sms query takes ~15 seconds to 
run, where it takes 30 seconds in base approach[3], 
due to inclusion of preprocessing over indexing.

BoW method is not accurate and it 
provides extra candidates due to which wrong 
questions get into consideration as candidate.

5 Future Work

SMS Query normalization can be 
improved considering the context of the query and 
phonemic representation of noisy word.

Answer reranking method can be used to 
match answers of the candidate questions to the 
sms query and rank the questions accordingly.
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Abstract—A theme matching scheme for SMS based FAQ
retrieval is proposed in the present article. At present SMS
based FAQ retrieval has become a popular mode of information
sharing around the world. An SMS text usually consists of certain
noisy terms due to the limitation of characters allowed in an
SMS and typographical errors; thereby retrieving the relevant
queries from FAQ corresponding to the SMS query a very
challenging task. We observe that noun terms (along with verb
and adjective-adverb terms) are found to represent the theme
of a text especially short texts. Therefore, the parts of speech of
the FAQ queries are initially determined with the help of a POS
tagger. Depending on the POS tag, terms of a FAQ query are
considered to carry different significant values. Similarities of the
terms of the SMS query are measured sequentially with the noun,
verb, adjective-adverb and other tagged terms of a FAQ query.
Four different string similarity measures are considered in our
matching procedure. The method is implemented in monolingual
English task in FIRE 2012 SMS-based FAQ Retrieval and the
performance is found to be quite satisfying (MRR is 0.963754).

Index Terms—SMS, FAQ retrieval, POS tagger, Theme match-
ing, Approximate string matching

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile telecommunication has grown in great numbers all
around the world. One of the main activities of mobile users
is Short Messaging Service (SMS). SMS is now a popular
mode of communication. 7.8 trillion SMS messages were sent
in 2011 and SMS traffic is expected to reach 9.6 trillion in
20121. SMS has also the capability of providing information
to users by accessing different mobile based data services. The
portability of mobile devices gives this services advantages
over the communications using computer and internet and so,
these services based on SMS has seen growing interest among
the users. Therefore, the different organizations providing the
information who earlier used internet for these purpose, have
also built systems based on SMS technology. These systems
include different domain both private and government.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) is a useful source of
information about an organization and so, many organizations
are now using the FAQ for providing answers to the user
queries. Here a user sends a query over the SMS and gets the
answer selected from FAQ of that domain, through SMS itself.
However, automatic retrieval of a correct answer correspond-
ing to a SMS query is a challenging task due to the inherent
noise in the query. Because of the limitation of characters

1http://mobithinking.com/mobile-marketing-tools/latest-mobile-stats

allowed in an SMS the users tend to incorporate certain mod-
ifications in the texts. It is very common to use abbreviations
and modified spellings (generally shortened) of terms in SMS
and the texts are also ill formed grammatically. There are also
some typographical errors found in SMS. Therefore, before
retrieving relevant queries (and subsequently answers) from
FAQ against an SMS query the said modifications / errors are
to be corrected or handled properly.

There exist some systems (e.g., Chacha2 and Askme3)
which employ human experts to answer queries sent by an
SMS. There are some systems which can provide a specific
information like share price or PNR status in railway reserva-
tion etc. against an identification code(s). A few information
retrieval systems are developed for answering queries from
the set of previously asked questions4. But the performances
of such systems are not satisfactory due to the presence of
noise in SMS texts. There have been SMS based FAQ retrieval
where the noisy terms in the SMS are initially tried to map
to their conventional forms for retrieving the relevant queries.
Kothari et al [1] have given a good procedure to normalize
SMS. They have tried to handle both the lexical and semantic
variations of a noisy term. FIRE 2011 introduced a task for
“SMS-based FAQ Retrieval” [2] where several methods were
proposed. These methods incorporate different techniques like
incorporation of domain knowledge, use of language models,
expansion of certain abbreviations, use of dictionaries/spelling
correction tools (e.g., “did you mean this” feature of Google).
Such techniques are effective in handling the noise of SMS to
an extent; but their matching schemes are not quite effective
in many situations. As a result, the said schemes are observed
to fetch many irrelevant FAQ queries corresponding to out of
domain (OOD) SMS queries.

As a participant of FIRE 2012 SMS based monolingual
English FAQ Retrieval Task, we have proposed a FAQ query
theme matching scheme. That is, with the help of POS (Parts
of Speech) Tagger, the themes of each FAQ queries are
determined and the matching of a pre-processed SMS query
is initially made with the theme of a FAQ query. In case
of theme matching is satisfactory, the remaining portions of
FAQ query are matched with the unmatched portions of the

2http://www.chacha.com/
3http://www.askme.com
4http://www.answers.yahoo.com



SMS query. For the word/string matches, we have applied
four different string similarity measure sequentially. They
are, (i)complete match, (ii)partial match (cashless=cash less),
(iii)soundex match and (iv)approximate match. Obviously,
matching score differs with matching type (i.e., similarity
measure). A length normalization factor is considered based on
the lengths of the SMS and FAQ queries. All the FAQ queries
having relevance scores above a predefined threshold value are
decided as relevant to the SMS query. No relevant query will
be returned for SMS query if either the FAQ query themes
do not have satisfactory theme match or the final relevance
scores of all the FAQ queries are below the threshold level.
The performance of the proposed method on the FIRE 2012
SMS based monolingual English FAQ Retrieval Task is quite
satisfactory (MRR is 0.963754).

The article is organized as follows. In section II, the block
diagram and the string similarity measures of the proposed
matching schemes are presented. The proposed method is
explained in details in the section III. The implementation and
the results of the method is described in section IV. Finally
section V finds the conclusions.

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND STRING SIMILARITY
MEASURES

A brief description of the proposed method is provided here
with the help of its block diagram. Then the string similarity
measures used in the method are also presented in this section.

A. Block diagram

We have proposed a method for retrieving relevant queries
(and subsequent answers) from FAQ corresponding to an SMS
query. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the matching scheme
between an SMS and a FAQ query. It consists of four sections
namely, (i) FAQ Processing, (ii) Query Processing, (iii) Query
Matching and (iv) Relevance Decision.

The FAQ Processing section is composed on Abbreviation
Expansion and POS Tagging blocks. Expanded forms of
some common abbreviations, if any, of the FAQ queries are
expanded. Then POS tagging block determines the parts of
speech of the terms. Accordingly, the terms are decomposed
into four sets of terms, namely, Noun, Verb, Qualitative term
and Other term sets. That is, the FAQ processing section finds
the said four term sets corresponding to each of the FAQ
queries.

The SMS query processing section takes an SMS query as
input. The function of the Abbreviation Expansion block is
same as in the FAQ Processing section. That is, the section
finds a modified query for the given SMS query. In addition,
an SMS specific modification scheme is applied here.

The matching section consists of four sequential matching
blocks, theme, verb, qualitative and other term matching
blocks which find the matching scores of the modified SMS
query with the noun, verb, qualitative and other term sets of
the FAQ query respectively.

The Relevance Decision block decides whether the FAQ
query is relevant or not. Firstly, it checks the matching score

(MSN ) of the noun/theme matching block and the Relevance
Score Computation block is activated only if the said matching
score is above a threshold value (Th). The matching scores
of the four blocks of the Query Matching section are then
averaged in the Relevance Score Computation block. The FAQ
query is taken as relevant to the SMS query if the relevance
score (RS) is above the threshold value (Th). That is, the
FAQ query is considered to be relevant when both MSN and
RS are more than Th. If all the FAQ queries are found to be
irrelevant, the relevance of the SMS query will also be null.

B. String Similarity Measures

In the query matching section, the similarity of each term
of an SMS query with each term of a FAQ query is checked
and a similarity score (in [0, 1]) is assigned for each pair of
terms. As the SMS queries are noisy to a great extent, we have
taken the following four similarity measures.
(a) Complete match: If both terms are the same, the matching

is considered to be exact, and the similarity score of 1 will
be assigned.

(b) Partial match: Some words are written as a single term and
a group of terms (e.g., cashless=cash less). So, if a word is
a substring of another word, they should be considered as
a partial match. Here we have imposed a size restriction
of the sub-parts i.e., it should have a minimum size (say,
4); Otherwise this may lead to some undesirable matches.
The similarity is assigned as vpm.

(c) Soundex match: Soundex algorithm [3], [4] was originally
developed by O’dell and Russel for finding all similar
sounding variants of an input string/word from a given
database. The algorithm is as follows:

• Retain first letter of the word and assign one of the
digits based on Table I to the remaining letters.

• For the consecutive occurrence of the same digit, drop
all but the first.

• Drop all ‘0’s.
• Convert to the form ‘letter digit digit digit’ by drop-

ping right most digits (if there are more than three
digits) or by adding trailing zeroes (if there are less
than three digits).

This code is useful in identifying typographical errors due
to spelling mistakes especially in SMS text. But instead of
restricting the code size to 4, we have taken the actual code
i.e., in the last step of the soundex algorithm is modified
as “convert to the form ‘letter digit digit digit ... ...’”. If
two words have a soundex match, the similarity score is
considered to be vsm, (< 1, say 0.8).

(d) Approximate match: For a given pair of strings, we find
a string which has the maximum match between the
given string pair. For example, if the given string pair is
‘photograph’ and ‘photogap’, the best match string would
be ‘photogap’, i.e., the 8th (r) and last letter (h) of the
first string are mismatched. It is easy to realize that the
second string is nothing but the misspelled form of the
first one. This may be due to typographical error or the



Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method

TABLE I
SOUNDEX CODES

Letter Code
A,E,I,O,U,Y,H,W 0
B,P,F,V 1
C,G,J,K,Q,S,X,Z 2
D,T 3
L 4
M,N 5
R 6

writer may not know the actual spelling or he shortened
intentionally for the size restriction of SMS message.
Here we find a similarity matrix D of size m×n (m and
n are the length of the two strings w1 and w2 respectively)
where dij = 1 if w1[i] = w2[j] and otherwise it is zero.
We now propose a traversal algorithm along the ‘1’ entries
of D in the diagonal/right/down word directions starting
from the first row and first column. This will provide

different matched strings and among them the string with
the maximum size (and have better lower order match) is
finally selected as the best matched string.
For example, for the string pair is ‘photograph’ and
‘photogap’, we first get the similarity matrix D as

Then the proposed traversal algorithm will provide the set
of matching strings as {‘p’, ‘ph’, ‘pho’, ‘phog,’ ‘phop’,
‘phoap’, ‘phogp’, ‘photog’, ‘phogap’, ‘photogp’, ‘photo-



TABLE II
COMMONLY USED ABBREVIATIONS

Category Abbreviations
Subjects Math(s), Engg, Chem, Bio, ...
Degrees BSc, BA, MCom, BTech, BBA, BCA, BEd, PhD, HS, ...
Positions PM, IPS, CAO, ...
Organizations Govt, SBI, RBI, Co, ...
Others PC, TV, Exams, Ans, Qns, Acc, Max, Min, info, univ, ...
Cordial numbers 1st, 2nd, ...

I’m, you’re, don’t, haven’t, won’t, shan’t, ...

gap’}. Finally ‘photogap’ is selected.
For finding the matching score, we consider higher weight
(Pi) for the lower order letter matches, i.e., Pi takes values
of 5, 4, 3, 2 for the first 4 positions and 1 for the rest.
Accordingly, the matching score is

S =

m∑
i=1

Pi.K1i +
n∑

i=1

Pi.K2i

m∑
i=1

Pi +

n∑
i=1

Pi

(1)

where, Kji = 1 if the ith letter of the jth (j = 1, 2)
string is matched or 0 otherwise.

Apart from these steps we also managed the compound
terms (e.g., “Master of Science”, “Prime Minister”) in our
method. If all the terms of a combination are present at least
in any of the steps mentioned above only then the combined
terms are given a score, else they are given a score of 0. These
four string similarity measures are used in the Query Matching
of the proposed method.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

As mentioned in the previous section, the proposed method
is a theme matching scheme and it consists of four sections,
namely, FAQ processing, POS Tagging, Query Matching and
Relevance Decision. They are explained in details here.

A. FAQ Processing

FAQ consists of a set of frequently asked questions which
are grammatically correct, i.e., free from noise, spelling mis-
takes but consist of common abbreviations (i.e., PM, IPS,
SBI). As shown in the block diagram [Fig. 1], FAQ processing
has two blocks, namely Common Abbreviation Expansion and
POS Tagging whose functions are described now.

1) Common Abbreviation Expansion: There are a few
abbreviations or short forms which are commonly used in
English literature. A typical list of such terms/abbreviations
are shown in Table II. One can easily understand the full forms
of abbreviations mentioned in the table. As these abbreviations
and their full forms are both practiced in the literature, the said
abbreviations are replaced by their full forms.

2) POS Tagging: The parts of speech (POS) of the terms
in a FAQ query are determined with the help of a POS
tagger. Here, we have used the Stanford POS tagger [5], [6].
This tagger marks a term with one of the 36 usual and a
few other symbolic tags where the noun tags are NN, NNS,

TABLE III
COMMONLY USED SMS ABBREVIATIONS

Actual term Abbreviations used
What Wht, wat,wt, vt
What is Whats, wtz,vats
Which Wich, whch,wch,vich,wh,whc
Program prog
Building bldg
Available Avbl
Required Reqd, reqrd,
Problem(s) Prob(s)
Want to wanna
Give me gimme
Important imp
Mobile mob, mbl

NNP, and NNPS; the verb tags are VB, VBD, VBG, VBN,
VBP, VBZ; the adjective tags are JJ, JJR, JJS; the adverb
tags are RB, RBR, RBS; the preposition tag is IN; and the
tag WRB represents Wh-adverb term. All the noun, verb,
adjective and adverb tags are then represented by unique tags
NN, VB, JJ and RB respectively. Compound words occurring
frequently together are also kept together. The consecutive
terms having tags as NN-NN, JJ-NN, VB-NN, NN-IN-NN
are identified as compound words and they are assigned
the NN tag. For example, each of the word combinations
“career-counseling”, “free-consultation”, “receiving-feedback”
and “Master-of-Technology” is considered be a single noun
term. Again he consecutive terms having tags as WRB-JJ are
identified as compound words (e.g., ‘how much’, ‘how many’)
and they are assigned the RB tag. Terms in each of the FAQ
queries are decomposed into four separate sets as (i) noun/
theme, (ii) verb (iii) qualitative and (iv) other term sets where
the noun and verb term sets consist of the terms having tags
NN and VB respectively; the qualitative term set consists of
the terms having tags JJ and RB and all other terms are put
in the other term set.

Thus the POS tagging block finds the said four term sets
corresponding to each of the FAQ queries. The term sets are
considered independently in four blocks of the Query matching
block.

B. Query Processing

As we discussed earlier, an SMS query usually has some
noisy terms. An attempt is made here to remove the noisy
terms which are due to use of abbreviations in the SMS query.

1) Common Abbreviation Expansion: The function of this
block is exactly same with that of in the FAQ processing block.
That is, the commonly used abbreviations of the SMS query
are replaced by their expanded forms [Table-II].

2) SMS Specific Modification: In addition to the above
mentioned abbreviations, there are some other abbreviations
used mostly in SMS. A list of such abbreviations with full
forms is shown in Table III. An SMS query is modified further
by replacing the said terms with their full forms.

The SMS Query Processing section takes an SMS query
as input and finds a modified query for the Query Matching
section.



C. Query Matching

This section is concerned with the quantification of the
matching between the modified versions of an SMS query
(i.e., after processing in the SMS query processing section)
with each of the FAQ queries. Note that each of FAQ query has
been decomposed into four sets of terms (nouns, verb, quali-
tative and other term sets) in the FAQ processing section. Our
proposed method is a theme matching approach and the said 4
terms sets have different abilities in reflecting/representing the
theme of a query. Accordingly, the noun term set is considered
to be the most significant. The said significance decreases for
the verb and qualitative term sets and it is negligible for the
other term set which is utilized in the normalization block.

As shown in the block diagram [Fig. 1] of the proposed
method, the matching of the SMS query is carried out with
the said four terms sets of an FAQ query sequentially. We
have applied sequentially the four string similarity measures
as described in section 2 for all the matching blocks. At first,
the full string match is applied sequentially on noun , verb,
qualitative and other terms sets and the matched strings words
are removed from the SMS query and the respective terms
sets of the FAQ query. In the same manner, the partial string,
soundex and maximum string similarity measures are applied
on the noun, verb and qualitative term sets (not the other term
set). For each term combinations (ws, wf ), ws and wf belongs
to SMS and FAQ queries, the matching score assigned is as
follows

S(ws, wf ) =1 if ws and wf are matched with full string
similarity

=vpm if ws and wf are matched with partial
match string similarity

=vsm if ws and wf are matched with soundex
string similarity

=Sapp(ws, wf ) if ws and wf are matched with
maximum string similarity using eqn. (1)

=0 Otherwise

Here, vsm > vpm > 0.
Accordingly, each of the first three blocks will provide a

matching value which is nothing but the summation of the
matching scores of the terms in the corresponding term sets
of FAQ query with the terms of SMS query. As we have
considered only the full strings similarity measure in the Other
terms matching block (i.e., for the other term set of FAQ
query), the matching value of this block would be the number
of its full matched terms. Thus the query matching section will
provide four matching scores MSN , MSV , MSQ and MSO

corresponding to noun, verb, qualitative and other term sets
of the FAQ query. These values are analyzed in the Relevance
Decision section in order to the degree of relevance of the
SMS query with the FAQ query.

D. Relevance Decision

As mentioned in the previous section, the noun term set is
considered to be most important than other three term sets. The
relevance of the FAQ query with the SMS query is considered
to be null if the matching score of the Noun Matching block
is low i.e., less than a predefined threshold value Th. In that
case, the processing of the said FAQ query is stopped i.e., the
matching aggregation block is omitted.

1) Matching Aggregation: As the importance of the four
term sets are not same in reflecting/representing the theme
of query, we consider significance factors IN , IV , IQ, IO
corresponding to the four matching scores, MSN , MSV ,
MSQ and MSO where 1 = IN >IV > IQ > IO ≥ 0.
Accordingly, the relevance score between the SMS query and
FAQ query denoted as RS(q, s) is determined as,

RS(q, s) =
IN .MSN + IV .MSV + IQ.MSQ + IO.MSO

|q| −MSO
×T

(2)
where

T =


log |q|

|s| if |q| < |s|
log |s|

|q| if |q| > |s|
1 if |q| = |s|

and |s|, |q| are the numbers of terms in q and s respectively.
Here MSO gives the numbers of terms belonging to both in s
and the other terms set of q and so (|q|−MSO) is the highest
possible match between s and q i.e., the first factor in eqn (2)
represents the normalized theme matching score between s
and q. here T is introduced as a penalty for the size mismatch
between s and q.

Here a relevance score RS(s, q) is attained between a SMS
query s and and FAQ query q. The FAQ query q is considered
to be relevant if RS(s, q) > Th; otherwise RS(s, q) = 0.

For a given SMS query, all of its relevant FAQ queries in
decreasing order of relevance scores are decided as the output
of our system. In case, relevance score values are less than
Th for all the FAQ queries, the system will give null output
for the given SMS query.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT

In the previous two sections the proposed method is de-
scribed. The implementation of the method is now presented.
The method is implemented for the monolingual English task
in FIRE 2012 SMS-based FAQ Retrieval [4]. The task has
7051 FAQ queries and 1733 SMS queries of which 726 are ‘In
Domain’ and 1007 are ‘Out of Domain’ queries. The dataset
consists of different FAQ queries from the several domains
including Railway Enquiry, Telecom, Health, Banking, Career
counselling etc.

The proposed system has seven constants, one threshold
value, Th; four significance factors IN , IV , IQ and IO [used
in relevance decision block]; and two matching constants
vpm and vsm [in query matching block]. For the present
implementation of the system, we have taken the values of



TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Queries In Domain Out of Domain Total
No of queries 726 1007 1733

Correct 686 988 1674
0.9449 0.9811 0.965955

MRR − − 0.963754

the constants as Th = 0.3; IN = 1, IV = 0.8, IQ = 0.5,
IO = 0; vpm = 0.5 and vsm = 0.8.

In case there has more than five relevant FAQ queries
(having the relevance score more than Th), the FAQ queries
having the top most relevance score (maximum five) are taken
as the relevant set for the SMS query.

We implemented the method in the aforementioned dataset
and evaluated using the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
method. The result is provided in Table IV and we find the
result quite encouraging which support the notion of theme
match we applied in the proposed method.

V. CONCLUSION

A theme matching scheme for SMS based FAQ retrieval
is proposed in the present article. An SMS query contains
certain noisy terms, most of them are due to the limitation of
characters allowed in an SMS and typographical errors by the
sender. Therefore, retrieving the relevant queries from FAQ
corresponding to the SMS query is a very challenging task.

The proposed selection of the relevant queries is based on
the theme matching of the FAQ queries with an SMS query. To
determine the theme of the FAQ query we have used a POS
tagger to decompose the FAQ query into four sets and the
noun terms are found to represent the theme. Therefore, the
SMS query is matched with the all sets of the FAQ query. The
matching is done using four different matching processes each
having its own weight. If the matching value of a FAQ query
is below a threshold value for the Noun set and the combined
set it is rejected from the relevance list and the highest
scoring FAQ queries are decided as the relevant to the SMS
query. SMS queries which do not have any matching query
in the FAQ will not get any relevant returned. The method
is implemented in monolingual English task in FIRE 2012
SMS-based FAQ Retrieval and it has performed significantly
to retrieve the relevant queries from FAQ corresponding to an
SMS query.

We would like to mention here that as we used the Stanford
POS tagger, whose performance is quite good but not perfect.
In future we would like to verify the effectiveness of other
existing POS taggers.
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Following are the modifications and new enhancements made by our team to improve the accuracy of 

SMS based FAQ retrieval system. 

 Join Consecutive Terms – Concatenation of consecutive terms is performed at two stages. 

 

1. During preprocessing of the SMS text , Join two consecutive SMS words and perform matching 

with the single FAQ word. Also, match two consecutive FAQ words with single SMS word and 

measure the similarity.  

 

For each SMS term Si { 

 If [  ! termExists(Si)  || ! termExists(Si+1)  ] && [ termExists(concat( Si , Si+1 )) ] 

  Si = concat( Si , Si+1 ); 

} 

 

Eg.  

SMS : Wat r symptms of smll pox ? 

After Joining SMS tokens :  Wat r symptms of smllpox ? 

 

2. During the process of matching a SMS with FAQ – 

Eg.  

SMS-1 : Hw to get home loan frm bank ? 

FAQ-1:  How to obtain  homeloan from any bank ? 

 

In above example, during preprocessing the words home and loan are not joined together 

because both terms home and loan are valid (these terms exists in the domain dictionary).  

Calculation of the weight is shown below – 

 

 ωi = α( Si + Si+1 , Fi) * idf(Fi); 

ωi = α( home + loan , homeloan) * idf(homeloan); 

 

 



SMS-2 : Hw to get homeloan frm bank ? 

FAQ-2:  How to obtain home loan from any bank? 

In SMS-2, the SMS term  homeloan is formed by concatenation of two FAQ terms home 

loan, so it’s necessary to join two FAQ terms and match it with single SMS term.  Calculation 

of weight is performed as per the formula mentioned below - 

 

ωi = α( Si, Fi+ Fi+1)  * [  idf(Fi) + idf(Fi+1) ]  / 2; 

 ωi = α( homeloan , home+ loan)  * [  idf(home) + idf(loan) ]  / 2; 

 

Note that the average of the IDF of the ith FAQ term and (i+1)th is taken to calculate the 

weight. 

 

// Joining words while performing similarity calculation. 

For each SMS token Si  { 

 For each FAQ token Fi { 

  α1 = α( Si + Si+1 , Fi);  idf1= idf(Fi); 

  α2 = α( Si, Fi+ Fi+1);   idf2=[  idf(Fi) + idf(Fi+1) ]  / 2; 

 

  if (α1 > α2 ){    ωi =   α1 * idf1 } 

  else {  ωi =   α2 * idf2  }  

} 

} 

 

So, while performing match between SMS token and FAQ token, we consider these words 

together to find the best possible match. 

 

 Stemming – Porter Stemmer is used.  FAQ words and SMS words are matched after stemming. 

 Maximum similarity calculated w.r.t. Stem FAQ token and Non-stem FAQ token is considered 

i.e. maximum [ similarity(Stem FAQ token, SMS token) , similarity(FAQ token, SMS token)].  

 

 Score Calculation –  

Score = W1 * Similarity_Score + W2 * Length_Score + W3 * Proximity Score. 

 

Similarity Score : 

For each term t in the dictionary and each token si in the SMS query, similarity measure α(t, si)  

measures how closely term t matches the SMS token si. Term t is  a variant of si, if α(t, si) > 0. 

Combining the similarity measure and the inverse document frequency (idf) of t in the corpus 

forms the weight function ω (t, si). 

                     ∑    
            

ω      

 

   

 



  
 ω                                                   

 

Length Score : Revised  from our previous approach –   

             
               

                                                      
 

  

Where skippedFAQtokens are the words skipped during the calculation of similarity score. 

These words are different from the Stop words.  

E.g. what, when, where, which, while, who, whom, why, will, with, would, yet, you, your… 
 

Whereas some of the Stop words are - a, an, and, are, as, at, be, but, by, for, of, on, or… 
 

Proximity Score : The proximity score is calculated as: 
 

                 
    h       

                                
 

Where, 
 totalFaqTokens= number of tokens in FAQ , 
matchedToken = number of matched token of SMS in FAQ. 
 

                      ∑
                                           
                                           

 

   

 

Where, 

 n = number of matched adjacent pairs in SMS  

Results for English Mono task –  

***** FIRE 2012 SMS TASK EVALUATION REPORT ***** 

 No. of In-domain Queries :           726 

No. of Out of Domain Queries:   1007 

 In Domain correct:                         686/726 (0.94490355) 

Out of Domain correct:                 986/1007 (0.979146) 

 Total Score:                                     0.9648009 

 Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR):     0.9711889  



 Improvements for Hindi Language – 

 

1. Normalization of FAQ and SMS: some of the Hindi characters are replaced with the similar 

characters to make them similar. Because in many cases these characters does not change the 

meaning of the word. 

replace(  ़, ) Makes फ़ायद़ा & प़ायद़ा equal  
 replace(  ़,  ़) 
 replace(़ ,़ ) 
 replace(ि़,़ ) 
 replace(  ़,  ़) 
 replace(  ़, )  
 replace(ई,इ)  
 replace(ष,श) 
 replace(न,ण) 
 replace(उ,ऊ) 
 replace(़ ,़़ा)  

2. Substitution of characters:  To handle the noise in the SMS text, substitutions of few characters 

are made.   

Substitutions 

ऩ प 

त थ 

श स 

क्ष स 

ष स 

ज झ 

फ ब 

क ख 

द ध 

ड ढ 

ग घ 

न ण 

उ ऊ 

र ऋ 

ई इ 

ङ ञ 

च छ 



3. Hindi Words Stemming –  

Hindi light stemmer is used to stem hindi terms, the stemmer removes number, 
gender and case suffixes from nouns and adjectives ( www.unine.ch/info/clef/  ) 
 

Eg. आवश्यकत़ाएँ after stemming becomes आवश्यकत़ा. 
 

4. Hindi Wordnet is used to find synonyms. 
  

5. Score Calculation: Similar to the English language. 
 

6. Results for Hindi Mono task: 
 

***** FIRE 2012 SMS TASK EVALUATION REPORT ***** 

  

No. of In-domain Queries :         200 

No. of Out of Domain Queries:  379 

  

In Domain correct:                        186/200 (0.93) 

Out of Domain correct:                376/379 (0.99208444) 

  

Total Score:                                    0.97063905 

  

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR):    0.9728009  

 
 

7. Malayalam Language -  

a. Updated stop words list  

b. No dictionary used. 

c. Score Calculation: Only similarity score is used. 

Results for Malayalam Mono task:  
 

***** FIRE 2012 SMS TASK EVALUATION REPORT ***** 

  

No. of In-domain Queries :              69 

No. of Out of Domain Queries:       11 

  

In Domain correct:                            44/69 (0.6376812) 

Out of Domain correct:                    10/11 (0.90909094) 

  

Total Score:                                        0.675 

  

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR):       0.7613843  

 


